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Introduction
Unit 3 international Business – 6BS03/6EB03 – January 2012
The exam covered many aspects of the specification and enabled candidates to demonstrate
the full range of assessment objectives. The paper differentiated well and most candidates
showed considerable evidence of thorough preparation and some were able to use a wide
range of examples to support their arguments. There was little evidence of candidates
running out of time. Feedback from examiners would suggest that Section A was found to
be more accessible than Section B.
Many centres appear to have benefited from previous exams and the feedback that
followed. Many candidates were well prepared and had clearly brought the benefit of wider
reading and study into their answers, showing a real understanding of the topics, with their
arguments reinforced by valid examples. Yet elsewhere, there were a couple of questions
in particular that many candidates misinterpreted, to their detriment. On Q4 many
candidates did not know what a ‘global niche market’ was, although it is a major part of the
specification. On Q7 large number did not have an understanding of the term marketing,
even though again, it is a major part of the unit and is also synoptic, appearing in the
earlier units.
Some candidates weakened their responses by failing to apply the terms and theory they
had been taught, using generalities and non-specialist language. This does not convince
examiners that answers deserve high reward. For example, forecasting that GSK would “do
very well”, or “that things would be good” is unlikely to gain marks for analysis.
The main reasons for otherwise able candidates underachieving are not heeding command
words and not reading the questions carefully enough. Command words are still being
ignored by a sizeable number. Instructions to ‘Assess’ and ‘Evaluate’ were not followed by
some candidates.
Significant numbers of candidates missed out on marks because they did not answer the
question that was set.
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Question 1
This was a straightforward introduction to the paper and is a main part of the specification.
Most candidates were able to identify two reasons but often failed to get the application
marks because they lacked context. Where candidates fell down, was in failing to identify
two separate reasons, and then failing to clearly analyse each one.

6 Q01

6

Examiner Comments

This response identifies two clear reasons with clear
application and context and analysis. A good answer
that scores the maximum 6 marks.

360521/3

4
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4 Q01

Examiner Comments

Two reasons given with analysis but
lacking in application. Total marks 4.

4

Examiner Tip

360602/3

If the candidate had added to the first reason
something like ‘They already have about a
50% market share in the UK...’ then a mark
for application would have been added.
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Question 2
This was answered well by many candidates, however with 8 marks available, some
candidates failed to analyse their suggested difficulties in sufficient depth to access the
4 marks available for analysis. The most common difficulties suggested were the strong
competition and the downturn of the economy

4 Q02

Examiner Comments

The first reason has knowledge and application but it lacks
analysis, no explanation as to why it might be difficult or
what the consequences might be. The assertion about
American consumers’ loyalty adds nothing. The second
reason has knowledge (the recession) and some analysis
(less spending on energy drinks) but that is all. 2 marks
per reason – 4 marks in total.

4

360531/4

6
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8 Q02

8

360497/4

Examiner Comments

A good answer. Two reasons for 8 marks and so 4 marks
each. First reason with application and good analysis gets 4
marks and the second reason is also valid applied and has
good analysis and gets 4 marks. Total marks 8.
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Question 3
Some candidates gave a lot of stakeholders to start off and thus wasted a little time when
they could have concentrated on the two chosen ones. Some candidates offered managers
and employees as two separate groups of stakeholders when they are the same, so they
did not get the credit for two different groups. A similar problem arose for owners and
shareholders. A proportion of candidates ignored the command word to assess and only
gave either the negative or positive impacts. Strong evaluation was not often seen.

7 Q03

Examiner Comments

A reasonable answer, the first stakeholder has good use of context, analysis
and some evaluation. It reached L4 and 4 marks. In the second there is no
evaluation but does have analysis and reaches L3 3 marks. Total 7 marks

7

360470/5

8
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Question 4
Many candidates struggled with this question as they failed to understand the term “global
niche market”, and therefore struggled to explain the benefits of operating within such a
market. This was surprising, as it is a major item on the specification, candidates should
always take care to revise all topics.
The main aspect of entering a global niche market was picked up well by other candidates
and with good use of context, although only the better candidates could extend the
comments in respect of economies of scale being limited and the need to differentiate or
develop differing strategies. Some candidates made good use of examples to back up their
evaluation and were duly rewarded.

8 Q04

360497/6
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8

Examiner Comments

A good analytical answer that is let down by limited
evaluation. Nevertheless it has clear understanding, analysis
and context and just gets L4. Total 8 marks

Question 5
Most candidates were able to make the connection between Germany exporting machine
tools and the growing Chinese manufacturing sector, but some were then unable to analyse
the full benefits of this to the German economy e.g. jobs, income, growth etc.
A number of responses offered the benefit of outsourcing to the German economy;
unfortunately that has nothing to do with China’s growth, in fact the opposite is true. As
China’s economy has grown, costs are rising making it less attractive.

360497/7

10
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2 Q05

Examiner Comments

This answer starts well but then offers evaluation which is not needed.
The second part is not a benefit of China’s growth as the question
asked. It is a benefit to Germany of China’s comparative advantage
in manufacturing due to its lower costs and is a different question
altogether. Therefore it does not gain any marks. Total 2 marks.

2

Examiner Tip

On all of the questions always check that you have

360461/10

done what the question has asked of you. Make sure you
have answered the question that is set and not just one that
you would like to answer or one you have prepared in class.
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5 Q05

5
Examiner Comments

The response has clear application and analysis and
gained 5 marks.

360521/10

12
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Question 6
The question was usually completed well with most candidates able to suggest two
reasons. The most popular – usually as part of the EU, with the second reason picking up
on infrastructure more so than skills or education of workforce. Others commented on the
comparative advantage of the UK in financial services. Some answers indicated the question
was not read properly and answers related more to the Chinese benefits of oil and gas
takeovers.

5 Q06

5

Examiner Comments

A good response. The first reason is valid, with clear application and analysis
and gets 3 marks. The second reason is valid and also applied but the analysis
that follows is too vague. The candidate needs to explain how they can take
advantage of the skills and only gets 2 marks. 5 marks in total.

Examiner Tip

On these sorts of questions always check that you have:
360497/11

Done what the question has asked of you e.g. given two reasons
Stated a reason
Applied it to the context
Explained a consequence or development of your reason
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Question 7
Disappointingly, many candidates failed to answer this question directly. There was much
discussion on the benefits of the BRICS growth to Gucci, Carrefour or other businesses,
but very little, if any, actual focus on how this might affect the marketing strategies of the
businesses. As a result quite a number of candidates failed to achieve any marks at all.
Once again this illustrates the need to read the question carefully and answer the question
that is set.

6 Q07

6
Examiner Comments

An
example of a good answer that has context,
360550/12
analysis and evaluation. This gives it L4 and 6 marks..

14
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Question 8
Generally answered well, but occasionally lacking sufficient application to the Greek
economy. Some responses just discussed in general terms the benefits of inward
investment, which limited their opportunity to access the full mark range.
Those that had fully read the article could pick up the implications of the ‘Chinese
management and workers in the driving seat’. Some managed higher evaluation and could
see more longer term benefits that might accrue with having the container-handling facility
and any ‘spin-offs’ together with discussing the greater benefits that might favour the
Chinese and the need for caution.
Once again, what let many evaluative responses down was the lack of context; many
answers could have been about any expansion, anywhere, in any country. With 5 marks out
of the 10 for evaluation this was a costly mistake to make.

6 Q08

Examiner Comments

A reasonable response with good context but it is held
back by limited evaluation and assertion. Total 6 marks

6

360531/13
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8 Q08

8

360587/13

Examiner Comments

A good response with good context and
analysis throughout. The evaluation is
perceptive but is based on one point.
Total 8 marks

16
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Examiner Tip

Questions 8 & 9 have a lot of marks for evaluation
(5 and 8 respectively). Make sure that you do fully
evaluate and use suitable context.

Question 9
Generally answered well although many saw the situation as being rather one sided in
China’s favour. Better responses were able to contrast possible outcomes for different
types of UK businesses. Others contrasted the situation in the short and long run. Some
candidates who were very perceptive could see that the Chinese companies might have
issues with their own domestic markets, higher wages etc. Also some recognised the
elements of ‘reprisals by China’ if tariffs are imposed on imports and dangers to the UK and
EU of dumping.    Answers which mentioned particular businesses had much better focus on
which to make good evaluation.

12Q09

360947/14
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Examiner Comments

A good response that has application, analysis and
some thoughtful evaluation. A conclusion rounds
off the answer and it was awarded 12 marks.

12

Examiner Tip

A conclusion can increase your marks as long as it is
relevant. Try to draw the strands of your argument
together and address the question again.
Context requires you to do more than just repeat terms
used in the question. You must use additional information
from your own studies and reading or from the source
material and it must be relevant to the question.
360947/15
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Paper Summary
There are two basic styles of question used in this paper. Q1, 2, 5 & 6 do not contain
evaluation marks but are marked on the assessment objectives of knowledge, application
and analysis.
Knowledge
– means telling the examiner a fact or reason for something, it is something you know or
have learnt.
Application
– means that you use that knowledge in the setting (context) of the question. This may
mean applying some of the evidence from the source material or your own knowledge.
Analysis
– is best seen as a consequence of something happening.
E.g. Q1 asks for reasons why GSK might want to enter the American market with Lucozade.
“GSK wanted to enter America because it is a very profitable market (knowledge). Last year
Gatorade made sales of $2.6 billion compared to GSK’s sales of £376 million (application).
Entering the biggest nutritional market in the world should enable GSK to increase sales and
profits. (analysis).”
Q3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 are levels of response questions with evaluation as well as the other
objectives.
Command words are so important. When you see ‘Assess’ and ‘Evaluate’ at the start of a
question they are telling you that there are some evaluation marks to be had. How many
there are depends on the question. Have a look at the mark scheme and familiarize yourself
with where these marks are awarded, if you are unsure, ask your teacher.
Evaluation
– means making a judgement about something. It may entail looking at the advantages and
disadvantages or making a choice between alternatives. Good evaluation will also involve
reaching a balanced conclusion.
Evaluation does not have to be complex or difficult. Just remember that if you are being
positive about something, there will always be a drawback you could mention. If it all seems
like doom and gloom there will always be a silver lining somewhere. Remind yourself to use
phrases such as, ‘However…’ or ‘On the other hand…’ as a prompt to evaluate. It is usually
the evaluation marks that separate the good candidates from the rest.
When the examiner looks at a response they will look for evidence of the higher skills of
analysis and evaluation. If there is analysis it will be awarded a L3 mark, if in addition, it
has evaluation then it will gain a mark from L4. The actual mark within those ranges will
depend upon the quality of analysis/evaluation.
But the answer must also have application (context). There is an instruction in the mark
scheme ...
N.B. If analysis but no context restrict to bottom L3.
If evaluation but no context restrict to top L3
This means that candidates, who simply repeat textbook or generic answers that could
apply to any situation, are missing out on potential marks.
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So what is context?
If an answer has context it cannot be applied to another setting. For example Q2 asked for
likely difficulties that would face GSK in their attempt to penetrate the American market
with Lucozade. .
“GSK would find it difficult to enter the American market with Lucozade because there
are barriers to entry”. – This statement would be equally valid if the word Australian is
substituted for American and therefore has no context.
“GSK would find it difficult to enter the American market with Lucozade because there are
barriers to entry in the form of two large existing businesses Gatorade and Powerade”. –
This time we cannot substitute the word Australian for American because it would not be
true. Therefore the answer has context and would be rewarded as above.

20
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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